Good morning Year 6,
I hope you all had a lovely sleep and you are feeling refreshed and energised today. The sun is
shining and it looks like it is going to be a beautiful day.
Here is what we would like you to complete today:


Maths – Please Complete Testbase Arithmetic Test 9 from the original home learning pack.
My Maths – I have set some more tasks on My Maths for you to work through. Try not to
complete them all in one go – maybe pick one a day. The tasks set today expire on 11th May
so you have a week to complete them. Currently we only have less than half the children of
each class accessing My Maths. If you need any support with this please do not hesitate to
get in contact with one of us.



Reading – From the original pack you should have a reading comprehension ‘A boy called
MOUSE.’. Read through the extract and then answer the questions in one of your exercise
books. I have attached the reading comprehension with this email just incase you can’t find
it as it went home in the original packs.



Writing Task – Complete the story that you started to write yesterday. Once you have
completed it pick a section and try and up-level it. What can you improve? Vocabulary
choices, varied punctuation, sentence openers etc…



Online programmes – You have access to Spag.com, TT Rockstars, Spelling Shed and My
Maths, log on and use them daily. You were given all your log in details in the packs sent
home but if you have any issues with log in details or passwords please contact us and we
will try our best to resolve it for you.



Science: Please complete pages 21 and 22 (Food chains and Variation). Once you have
completed mark your work using the answers and see how well you have remembered the
topics.

Remember to plan in some breaks and to be active throughout the day. Just a reminder that these
are suggested activities and you can decide how many to complete throughout the day.
Miss Jennings and Miss Hewitt

